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DESIGO™ solutions
more than just integration

Siemens Building Technologies
Landis & Staefa Division

Among the many concerns of building
owners, two are paramount: they want
their buildings to be highly profitable
and they want long-term security for
their capital investment. These two key
requirements are supported by our approach to systems integration. This
brochure describes the background, potential and benefits of this invaluable
solutions philosophy.

Efficiency means profitability
An integrated management system enables a building to be operated more
easily and with greater efficiency, so
helping to reduce operating costs and
increase profitability. Instead of using a
variety of devices for operation, the
operator can perform all activities from
a single management station, keeping
training costs to a minimum and reducing the likelihood of incorrect operations. Further, if all the systems in the
building are brought together in a single
management station, faults and alarms
can be identified and dealt with immediately, for the better protection of people and property.

Comfort combined with
lower energy consumption
The integration of building services and
administration systems into our DESIGO™
building management system* makes it
possible to save energy in new ways,
without sacrificing comfort. Optimum
comfort combined with lower energy
costs makes buildings more attractive
to users and increases property values.
For example, one way of ensuring that
hotel rooms are only air conditioned to
comfort levels when they are let is to integrate the hotel’s front desk computer
booking system with the air conditioning
systems.

Integration is a good thing,
but get the balance right
There are two approaches to integration:
«as much as possible», or «as much as
necessary». We recommend the latter –
integration within limits – to ensure the
best cost/benefit ratio. We ensure that individual systems, although integrated, remain as autonomous as possible. This
means that each system can be expanded or replaced individually with few, or
ideally, no adjustments – another way of
protecting capital investment. A further
consideration is that a fault in one system
must never be allowed to impair the operation of other systems.

*Desigo™ is a registered trademark
of Siemens Building Technologies Ltd.

A philosophy with answers
Siemens Building Technologies’ Landis
& Staefa Division is a world leader in the
field of building management and heating, ventilating and air conditioning
(HVAC) control systems. We allow our
clients the flexibility and freedom to
choose from the leading suppliers of
other building services disciplines such
as lighting control, electrical distribution
systems, fire, security, etc. and to integrate their equipment via standard solutions into Landis & Staefa building management systems. The result: optimum,
adaptable solutions for overall building
management. This can only be achieved
because of Landis & Staefa’s long term
commitment to integration, using standard communication protocols wherever
possible. Landis & Staefa demonstrates
its commitment to this policy through
active participation in the work of the international standardisation committees.

Intelligent integration makes
buildings more productive
Our experience with a wide range of
different buildings confirms repeatedly
that integrated systems have significant
advantages to both owners and tenants.
The operation of all the building services
from a common Microsoft Windows™*
based management station allows
users to be trained quickly and efficiently. Not only does this make alarm
handling better and more reliable, but it
also simplifies service and maintenance,
allowing more flexible deployment of
manpower. Further, the integrated processing of all the accumulated building
data leads to a better understanding
of the relationship between energy
consumption and safety factors.
This permits a further reductions in
operational costs. All these advantages
are in addition to improvements in the
functioning of the disciplines described
on the next pages.

*Widows is a registered trademark of the
Microsoft corporation

HVAC

Landis & Staefa integrates equipment
such as refrigeration systems, calorifiers and air handling systems, thereby
optimising operation, monitoring and
data gathering, and facilitating complete integration into the overall HVAC
philosophy.

Chiller integration
One of the most popular integration solutions today is chiller
integration. Chiller technology has made
major advances in recent years, from
new refrigerant gases to advanced
compressors that provide enhanced
load matching and higher efficiency. To
take full advantage of these new technologies, it makes sense to integrate
the chiller control systems into the
overall building management system.
This will allow the operation of the
chillers to be tuned to suit the operational needs of the building in the most
efficient way. Integration allows chiller
functions such as temperature and
refrigeration pressure monitoring,
which would previously have needed
the extra expense of additional sensors, I/O modules, and on-site
mechanical installation and wiring, to
be provided at much lower cost. Landis
& Staefa have worked together with
most of the leading chiller manufacturers to develop a range of «DESIGO™
solutions» that make integration both
simple and cost-effective.

Boilers

Lighting

With the rising concern over
the production of greenhouse
gases, most organisations want their
heating systems to provide both good
environmental conditions and efficient
use of energy. The integration of boiler
control systems with the overall building
management system can help here as
well. Functions like flue gas condition
monitoring and boiler sequencing allow
the building management system operator to monitor the performance of the
boiler systems and take the appropriate
action where necessary. This ensures
both good environmental conditions and
efficient use of energy. Landis & Staefa
have worked in partnership with the
leading boiler manufacturers to make a
range of «DESIGO™ solutions». These
are standard field-tested solutions that
take the guesswork out of integration
on-site.

Like HVAC systems,
lighting consumes a
considerable amount of energy that is
often wasted. Landis & Staefa integrates devices such as infrared occupancy
sensors with daylight sensors and infrared remote control. In this way, the
lighting and air conditioning can be controlled in the room itself, or controlled
and monitored from a management
station. In empty rooms, the occupancy
sensor for the lighting system can
additionally switch the HVAC system
to a stand-by condition, thus reducing
energy consumption.

Pumps
More and more pump systems
are using demand-oriented control to reduce noise and energy costs.
To take full advantage of the capabilities
of these systems, it makes sense to integrate them with the overall building
management system. This ensures optimum performance and efficient use of
energy. Landis & Staefa has worked
together with some of the leading pump
providers to create a range of solutions.
These «DESIGO™ solutions» are standard field-tested solutions, which in
some cases use Landis & Staefa OEM
equipment for the pump control. They
are in all cases fully compatible with our
building management systems.

Electricity
Landis & Staefa also integrates
systems for the supply, conversion and distribution of medium and
low voltages. This includes the management of electrical loads with switch programmes, maximum demand control
and energy-saving programmes, strategies for the optimisation of specific
applications, and various forms of
status monitoring. Hence, the client
receives not only detailed energy consumption data but also visual information which saves time when locating
faults.
The integration of electrical systems is
technically straightforward.

Fire
As an essential part of today’s
buildings, fire detection systems
have made major advances in recent
years from smart smoke detectors
that eliminate false alarms to detailed
graphical displays to guide the fire
authorities. To take full advantage of
these advances it makes sense to
integrate the fire detection systems
into the overall building management
system.
This will allow alarm information from
all the building control systems to be
presented in a prioritised and easily
understood way to operational staff.
Integration allows fire detection control
functions like; alarm management,
statistical evaluation and maintenance
planning, that would not have possible
with without buying additional dedicated fire PC stations, can now be provided at much lower costs.

This is where «DESIGO™ solutions»
are beneficial, by integrating the
necessary data from the subsystems
into our building management
systems, information from all subsystems can be presented in a prioritised and easily understood way to
operational staff.

With many control manufactors
on the market today, Landis &
Staefa offer solutions to enable the
connection of devices using either
standardised protocols or proprietary
communications. This offers the choise
for migration with the flexibility for openness under one common system.

Energy data analysis
Landis & Staefa integrates
energy consumption meters for
a wide range of building services plant.
The accumulated data is continuously
registered and analysed by the building
management system. This can be used
to ensure that activities designed to optimise the system are properly targeted.
Depending on the circumstances and
the building, potential energy savings
of up to 30% can be achieved without
impairing comfort. In this way, the full
savings potential of the building can be
properly exploited.

Security
Strategies for protecting people
and property need to adapt to
the constant change in organisations
today; flexible working practices, increasing use of information technology,
acquisitions and mergers. All these
factors need flexibility in the operation
of security systems like; intrusion, access control and CCTV. In recent years
there has being many advances in the
technologies that are used by these
systems; enhanced unauthorised presence detectors for intrusion systems,
improvements in personal identification
systems for access control, and lowcost high, resolution CCTV cameras.
All these systems provide a huge
amount of information that needs to
be managed and presented to operators
in a way that is easy to understand.

Control

Enhanced processing, analysis
and reporting of data
Landis & Staefa integrates
operating data, manually recorded values and automatically recorded
data into a common database. Data
points can be named individually, if required, or the naming conventions used
in the building management system can
be adopted. All data is time-stamped.
An optional feature allows detailed
tracking of manual changes. The data
can also be archived, if required. The
data output is converted and displayed
directly in table or graph format, depending on the type of analysis. An integrated time programme can be used
to initiate the automatic generation of
predefined reports. The full range of
functions is designed for both single
and multi-user workstations.

Other applications
Other systems integrated
by Landis & Staefa include
access control, door, lift and escalator
control systems, and special solutions in
specific fields, such as hotel front desk
booking systems. So, for example, when
a guest checks in at reception, the heating, ventilation, air conditioning, telephone, TV, and in some cases other systems,
are automatically switched on in the appropriate room.

Protecting your personnel and property
As part of Siemens Building Technologies, Landis & Staefa is a systems
solution provider with an enormous
wealth of experience in building management and integrating fire and security systems. As with all microprocessor based technology, fire and security
systems are evolving, more and more
are now equipped with enhanced
alarm detection and communications
capability. At Landis & Staefa we go
beyond just offering interfaces to third
party subsystems, we offer fully integrated application solutions. We call
them «DESIGO™ solutions».

By working together with the major
subsystem providers as partners we
develop standardised application
solutions providing all the benefits of
project specific integration but at substantially lower cost.
So with «DESIGO™ solutions» you can
take advantage of all the benefits these
subsystems offer when integrated like;
centralised monitoring and commanding, a common user interface for all
systems, alarm evaluation and many
more, without the disadvantages of
project specific integration solutions,
such as, high initial cost and high maintenance costs.

Flexibility is another benefit of the
«DESIGO™ solutions» approach. The
selection of data transferred between
the partner subsystem and our DESIGO™
Building Management System can be
changed, in most cases, without any
hardware or wiring changes. Since today’s buildings are frequently adapted
for different internal use this can be of
considerable benefit.

The management system
can range from a single
PC station to multiple
client/server systems.

Our clients rightly expect the maximum
return on investment in their buildings.
For this reason, Landis & Staefa collaborates with selected partners recognised
as specialists in their field. It is through
this kind of partnership that the best
products and systems from the various
building services are integrated to produce quality solutions.

We connect quality
Working in partnership involves intensive collaboration. This is why it is vitally
important that each partner should be
well-suited to Landis & Staefa and vice
versa. We ensure, therefore, that the
market position and image of our partners are comparable to those of Landis
& Staefa. It is these shared attributes
which contribute to the development
of quality, cost-effective integration
solutions which protect investments. In
this way, Landis & Staefa has created a
leading-edge philosophy which ensures
long-term success for all participants –
especially for our clients.

«DESIGO™ solutions» Our clients’ gain
Whenever you see the «DESIGO™
solutions» mark on the product documentation for partner systems, you can
be sure of one thing above all: that the
product meets all the technical requirements necessary for integration into a
Landis & Staefa building management
system. And this, in turn, means that all
the benefits of integration are assured.
«DESIGO™ solutions» has thus become
a symbol that ensures successful integration in projects world-wide.

The DESIGOTM system provides
integration capabilities at all levels
The larger and more complex the
building, the greater the number
of integrated data points to be processed by the management system.
This is why Landis & Staefa has
developed a consistent systems
philosophy for buildings of all sizes,
from small buildings to large sites
accommodating several buildings.
The modular structure of DESIGO™
fulfils today’s demands for the
highest degree of flexibility with
integration solutions at all system
levels.
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Integration at the field level is simple,
cost-effective, highly reliable and very
common for systems with a small number of data points. However the range
and scope of the functions is restricted
if the integration is based on digital or
analogue inputs and outputs. For this
reason, most systems integrated at this
level so far have been those with a low
volume of data and signal traffic.

This is the ideal level for integration of
larger and more complex systems. The
processes are clearly separated, making
integration easy and reliable and ensuring maximum system autonomy. This
level is recommended for integration
applications that are process and timecritical.

Field bus systems such as LON, EIB,
Batibus are becoming more common,
so that increasingly complex functions
and a larger number of data points can
now be integrated at this level. Landis
& Staefa offer a full range of «DESIGO™
solutions» at this level which include
room management solutions that integrate HVAC, lighting, blinds, safety and
access control.

Although automation level bus systems
such as BACnet™ LonMark™ are
gaining greater acceptance their use
by suppliers of non-HVAC systems is
not yet widespread. However Landis
& Staefa’s comprehensive range of
«DESIGO™ solutions» offer both standard protocol and supplier/industry specific protocols and include applications
such as; fire detection, intrusion, access
control, electrical distribution systems,
energy meters and many more.
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Management level integration
Integration at this level is ideal for high
volume non time or process critical
applications. The connection of the
systems to be integrated can be made
directly into the management stations /
servers or on the Management level
LAN / WAN.
With its integrated SCADA technology
DESIGO™ INSIGHT provides the ultimate in management level integration capability. Complete systems can be linked,
in order to provide common data storage
and transfer. The management stations
in turn provide data for further processing in other systems.

DESIGO™
more than just integration
Choose our DESIGO™ system
with its comprehensive range of
«easylink» integration solutions
for your next project

Fax

Getting the best from your investments
There’s an influential name on the way
from the proposed building to the completed project: Landis & Staefa Division.
Under the umbrella of Siemens Building
Technologies, we do everything necessary to ensure that your particular building automation project is a financial
success too. We get the best out of
every type of building by putting the
best of everything into it.

Siemens Building Technologies AG
Landis & Staefa Division
Gubelstrasse 22
CH-6301 Zug
Phone +41 41-724 24 24
Fax
+41 41-724 35 22

Siemens Building Technologies Ldt.
Landis & Staefa Division
Hawthorne Road
Staines
Middlesex TW18 3AY
England
Phone +44 1784 46 16 16
Fax
+44 1784 46 46 46

Siemens Building Technologies

We take pleasure in innovative research
and development.
We’ll protect your investments with a
comprehensive services package which
offers a made-to-measure services programme for every building.
Wherever you are, you’ll always find
us close by. For all these reasons, we
appreciate customers who expect highlevel productivity – not only from their
buildings, but also from us.

Siemens Building Technologies Ldt.
Landis & Staefa Division
Hong Kong Branch
Unit 2301
Hong Kong Telecom Tower
Taikoo Place, 979 King’s Road
Quarry Bay, Hong Kong
Phone 2 811 15 05
Fax
2 811 31 59
Lansis & Gyr (SEA) Pte Ldt.
Landis & Staefa Division
164 Kallang Way #05-16
Singapore 349248
Phone +65-7412328
Fax
+65-7422823
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